Interobserver Variation in Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors 1.1.
Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors (RECIST 1.1) is the gold standard for imaging response evaluation in cancer trials. We sought to evaluate consistency of applying RECIST 1.1 between 2 conventionally trained radiologists, designated as A and B; identify reasons for variation; and reconcile these differences for future studies. The study was approved as an institutional quality check exercise. Since no identifiable patient data was collected or used, a waiver of informed consent was granted. Imaging case report forms of a concluded multicentric breast cancer trial were retrospectively reviewed. Cohen's kappa was used to rate interobserver agreement in Response Evaluation Data (target response, nontarget response, new lesions, overall response). Significant variations were reassessed by a senior radiologist to extrapolate reasons for disagreement. Methods to improve agreement were similarly ascertained. Sixty one cases with total of 82 data-pairs were evaluated (35 data-pairs in visit 5, 47 in visit 9). Both radiologists showed moderate agreement in target response (n = 82; ĸ = 0.477; 95% confidence interval [CI]: 0.314-0.640-), nontarget response (n = 82; ĸ = 0.578; 95% CI: 0.213-0.944) and overall response evaluation in both visits (n = 82; ĸ = 0.510; 95% CI: 0.344-0.676). Further assessment demonstrated "Prevalence effect" of Kappa in some cases which led to underestimation of agreement. Percent agreement of overall response was 74.39% while percent variation was 25.6%. Differences in interpreting RECIST 1.1 and in radiological image interpretation were the primary sources of variation. The commonest overall response was "Partial Response" (Rad A:45/82; Rad B:63/82). Inspite of moderate interobserver agreement, qualitative interpretation differences in some cases increased interobserver variability. Protocols such as Adjudication, to reduce easily avoidable inconsistencies are or should be a part of the Standard Operating Procedure in imaging institutions. Based on our findings, a standard checklist has been developed to help reduce the interpretation error-margin for future studies. Such check-lists may improve interobserver agreement in the preadjudication phase thereby improving quality of results and reducing adjudication per case ratio. Improving data reliability when using RECIST 1.1 will reflect in better cancer clinical trial outcomes. A checklist can be of use to imaging centers to assess and improve their own processes.